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Although some would disagree, we at rewilding drum are convinced that loss of contact with
Nature is one of the major reasons unhappiness exists in society today. We are an 
inseparable part of Nature, yet we find ourselves locked in offices and rooms, breathing 
heated or chilled air (depending on the season), and sitting many more hours than we would
like. We eat more and more "plastic" foods that contaminate our body with fats and chemicals, 
as well as other “benefits” of so-called progress that end up harming us.

How Did We Become So Disconnected?

To understand how we have become so disengaged from nature, it helps to understand how
human biology works, the organism we have evolved from, and how human genetics have 
adapted to the environment. 

Rewilding drum uses the hunter-gatherer/forager societies as a role model.
Our species has been hunting and gathering for over 99% of our time on Earth! Our genes 
have adapted very slowly to changes in our diet due to the start of agriculture 10,000 years 
ago.

While it is true that hunter-gatherers/foragers had a life expectancy of less than 30 years, 
this was rarely due to their health. Accidents and predators were the leading causes of 
mortality. Life was not always easy, and the dangers were multiple. However, the overall 
health of our ancestors was excellent, and many diseases that devastate today’s modern 
societies were practically nonexistent.

We’re not suggesting that you leave the comfort of your homes to hunt, gather or forage your
dinner, or that you get rid of all your possessions. We simply propose that you study the 
history of man and the legacy of our ancestors to regain control of our lives so that we can 
return to our healthy, free, strong and wilder self – our natural state.

“Rewilding” … what does that mean?

Rewilding is a term that is being used globally to refer to the conservation and recovery of 
natural spaces and the reintroduction of endemic species in certain lands by human action . 
There are many projects in this regard around the world today – all worthy of our admiration.

But we cannot forget about ourselves, as we all are increasingly influenced by “civilization” 
and immersed in its relentless rat race. Rewilding also emphasizes the recovery of the 
human race.

“Rewilding” is about:
    Recovering lost human instincts; 
    Forging contact with our deepest selves; 
    Returning to the natural world; 
    Overcoming human domestication;
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    Restoring traditional and ancestral knowledge that is being lost at a disturbing rate; 
    Being self-sustainable and less dependent on others;
    Restoring behaviors inherent to a more wild human nature. 

Rewilding is the way back to nature, to our original, human nature.

The sound of the drum has been for us a tremendous source of inspiration and good vibes 
since we came into contact with the Canadian First Nations. Ever since rewilding drum 
started to explore the world back in 1999, our journeys have enabled us to meet indigenous 
people – from the Anishnabe, Atikamekw, Huron and Mic Mac First Nations tribes in Canada 
to the nomads of Mongolia. 

Exploring some of the wildest and most beautiful places in the world truly inspired us to 
deeply respect Mother Earth, and we felt the urge to share this source of inspiration with 
others. We wanted to help mankind engage in healthier and happier lifestyles that are closer 
to nature and further from the detrimental sedentary side effects of modern society.

We invite you to listen to your own inner drum and your deepest vibration, and live in 
coherence with it. Rewilding drum is confident that you will be inspired to take the first steps 
toward a healthier, freer and wilder lifestyle, while listening more carefully to the sound of 
your own inner drum.

Our mission at rewilding drum is to help others regain a better connection with their true
natural state and with nature; and to help them acquire the skills and knowledge that 
generations of modern civilization have lost. 

Rewilding drum offers you this guide with eight simple steps for achieving a more natural state. 
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Copyright © 2015 by rewilding drum. 

All Rights Reserved. The content of this website is not to be 
reproduced or distributed without the express written consent 
of Rewilding drum, Kiki Nárdiz and Bert Poffé, or their legally 
delegated representatives.

Disclaimer: The instructions, information, and advice contained 
on this website are for educational purposes only. Rewilding drum, 
Kiki Nárdiz and Bert Poffé, and the content of this website cannot 
be relied upon as a preventative, cure, or treatment for any disease 
or medical condition. It is recommended that you consult with a 
licensed medical doctor or physician before acting upon any 
recommendation that is made on this website. Use of this material 
and the information contained on this website is at your own risk. 
Rewilding drum, Kiki Nárdiz and Bert Poffé do not represent or endorse 
the accuracy, currentness, or reliability of any opinions, statements, or 
information presented in this material.

Because there is always some risk involved when making health changes, 
rewilding drum, Kiki Nárdiz and Bert Poffé are not responsible for any 
adverse effects or consequences of any kind resulting from the use or 
misuse of any suggestions, advice, information, or instructions described 
on the website. The visitor of the website assumes all risks from the use, 
non-use, or misuse of this information.
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8 simple steps for achieving a more natural state:

1. Eat and drink more like a hunter-gatherer/forager 
2. Move like a hunter-gatherer/forager
3. Sleep like a hunter-gatherer/forager
4. Relax and play
5. Disconnect & reconnect 
6. Get outdoors
7. Observe
8. Learn bushcraft and survival skills



Rewilding drum lifestyle 
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FOOD MOVEMENT

BUSHCRAFT RECONNECTION

4. Relax and play3. Sleep2. Move1. Eat

5. Disconnect y reconnect 6. Get outdoors 7. Observe

8. Bushcraft

8 SIMPLE STEPS FOR ACHIEVING A MORE NATURAL STATE
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These days, we are overwhelmed by dozens of diets promising you ripped bodies, 
spectacular weight loss and lots of attention by the opposite sex at the beach.
That’s not the talk we walk. We think in terms of health, vitality and energy, and we avoid 
making judgments about other peoples’ diets. But regardless of whether you eat paleo, 
raw, vegan or vegetarian, ditch the mass-industry foods that are packaged, labeled and 
plasticized beyond recognition.

Our strategy is simple:  eat clean 
The soul of clean eating is consuming food in its most natural state, or as close to it as 
possible. It is not a diet; it’s a lifestyle approach to food and its preparation, leading to an 
improved life – one meal at a time. 

Get label savvy
Clean foods contain just one or two ingredients. Any product with a long ingredient list is 
not considered “clean.”

Avoid processed and refined foods
This includes white flour, sugar, bread and pasta. 

Know your enemies
Keep away of anything fried or foods high in sugar or saturated and trans fats.

Shop with a conscience and reduce your carbon footprint
Consume humanely raised, local meats and choose organic products whenever possible.

Consume healthy fats
Try to eat essential fatty acids every day. For example, eat monounsaturated fats from 
plants like avocados, olives and nuts, and polyunsaturated fats from cold-water fish high in 
Omega 3 essential fatty acids.

Learn about portion sizes. 
Work towards eating within those portions. Imagine yourself being a hunter-gatherer/forager:
Would you be able to get this amount of food on your plate, even if you were very skilled 
and experienced?

Slow down and savor
Never rush through a meal. Food tastes best when savored. Enjoy every bite! It’s a form of 
respect towards the food source that gives you life and a way to help you eat less.

Make eating a family affair
Food is a “social glue” that should be shared with loved ones. Improve the quality of your 
family’s life along with your own by sharing as many meals as possible.

1. Eat and Drink More Like a Hunter-Gatherer/Forager 
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Increased vitality
Healthier skin, hair and nails
Healthy weight maintenance

1. Eat and Drink More Like a Hunter-Gatherer/Forager 

BENEFITS:

Forage  
Find a nearby spring to get clean water, and at least once a week, try to eat some 
self-harvested wild food. 

    Wild foods are free. The only cost involved is your time and energy.

    Foods in the wild are pesticide-free. As long as you are gathering your foods from areas 
    that are not sprayed with pesticides, your wild edibles will be organic.

    You get a physical workout when looking for wild foods. Foraging requires movement; 
    there is no sitting still or being lazy when gathering wild foods. 

    Foraging exposes you to fresh air. Instead of walking through a grocery store to find your 
    food, foraging requires you to “get out there.” Whether in the city or country, you will have to
    step outside to find your foods.

    Foraging stimulates the mind. When you’re out looking for foods, you’re forced to use your 
    brain to identify your finds. Over time, you will learn more and more.

    Wild foods are fresh! When you pick your own food, it is fresher than any store-bought 
    produce item you will find.

    Wild foods are nutritious: 

As people actively plant, eat and forage more for local plants, they become more familiar 
with how their local landscape can provide for them. This, in turn, fosters an appreciation 
for the inhabitants with whom we share this earth and how we can enrich each others’ lives. 
As seasons pass and people develop a deeper understanding and appreciation of the land 
around them, they learn of the many things they failed to observe (such as the sprouting of 
a favored food plant). With increased knowledge comes increased respect and fondness. 
A tangible connection develops – one that was always present but had not been realized.

Last but not least, find a spring near to you and drink water as it was offered to you by 
nature. 
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Have you ever analyzed the amount of hours you spend sitting in front of the TV, the computer
and other electronics? If the answer is no, we strongly recommend that you do so. Sitting has 
become so normal that we totally ignore how bad it is for our health. There are even studies 
that say that sitting for long periods of time is worse than smoking! 

If you look at hunter-gatherer societies, you will appreciate the tremendous amount of physical
activity that is required merely to survive each day. Depending on various factors such as age, 
the weather, season or culture, they walk between 6 and 16 km daily at different speeds – from
moderate to high intensity, recovery and intervals. The men and women of these societies 
develop strength, endurance and flexibility, combining all kinds of exercise on different surfaces. 
Obesity is usually nonexistent because hunter-gatherer/foragers burn between three and five 
times more calories than today’s average sedentary person.

Rewilding Drum’s recommendations: 

Walk/run barefoot or in minimalist shoes as much as possible. 

Build up slowly! If you vigorously work out any weak muscle in your body, it will be sore and 
stiff. Your foot and calf muscles will be no exception. So please, don’t overdo! Give your body 
and mind time to recover. Start by walking around barefoot frequently.

Be patient and build gradually. It takes months to make the transition, and
it is essential to stretch your calves and hamstrings carefully and regularly in the process. 
Massage your calf muscles and arches frequently to break down scar tissue. This will help 
your muscles heal and strengthen.

Sprint

Sprinting burns body fat.
Weight loss isn’t just about eliminating any old kind of body mass. It’s about losing body fat 
while preserving or even gaining muscle and bone mass. Sprinting appears to be excellent at 
eliminating body fat without the negative impact on muscle mass commonly seen with 
excessive endurance training. A recent study found that a single sprint session can increase 
post-exercise fat oxidation by 75%. 

Sprinting increases muscle mass and strength.
Sprinting increases your metabolism and accelerates the burning of body fat during
other types of exercise.

Sprinting even works if you go slowly if you add weights. Pushing a heavy-weighted sled may
not sound like an advantage to you, but if you can’t run a flat-out sprint on a flat surface 
because of prior joint injuries, pushing a heavy object slows the movement down, thus 
reducing joint impact. 

2. Move like a hunter-gatherer/forager

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/the-active-times/sitting-is-the-new-smokin_b_5890006.html
http://www.marksdailyapple.com/the-evidence-continues-to-mount-against-chronic-cardio/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23438230
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2. Move like a hunter-gatherer/forager 

Lift and carry heavy things

Hunter-gatherers lift and carry heavy weights for their own survival. Firewood, tools, and 
hunted and gathered foods are all carried to their camps. These brief but powerful muscle 
contractions improve muscle tone, size and power.

A “modern” strength workout should consist of natural total-body movements such as 
squatting, lunging, push-ups and pull-ups. These exercises will help you to maintain or gain 
lean muscle mass, increase metabolism to maintain low levels of body fat and increase bone 
density. These high-intensity workouts should always last under one hour and can be as short 
as 10 minutes to a half hour. Going to the gym is fine, but don’t overdo it. Outdoor training is 
always preferred (unless it’s -50 degrees and werewolves are roaming the streets). 

Use All Your Muscles By Moving More Naturally 

We are out of shape! But who is to blame? We spend long hours at an office, come home 
loaded with negative stress and try to recover to run the same rat race all over the next 
morning. Have we really “evolved?” 

Of course we evolved, but maybe not in the right direction. We can fly to the moon but most 
of us lack the capacity to climb a tree. Top athletes can jump over two meters, but most average 
folks can’t even jump over a small, fallen log. Our modern machinery can move tons of goods 
over long distances, but would we be able to drag an injured friend out of the woods in an 
emergency? 

We need to move more naturally because it’s the only way we should move. So start crawling, 
balancing, moving on all fours, climbing, throwing and swimming again, and watch the results!

Self Defense

Learning the basics of how to stop an attack on ourselves is a very important skill to learn. It’s 
about taking the advantage of time and space when disabling an attacker and using that 
advantage to escape.

We all like to learn things, especially something new where we can possibly beat up on 
someone else in a safe, controlled setting. Self-defense can be fun and challenging, and will 
strengthen your brain against dementia by learning something new. 
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Builds confidence
Slows aging
Improves your flexibility and mobility
Strengthens both the skeleton and the muscles
May save your life

2. Move like a hunter-gatherer/forager 

BENEFITS:
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The hunter-gatherer, and even humans in the first agricultural societies, woke up and went to
sleep with the sunrise and sunset, just like most animals do. Our genetic code carries the 
information that day time is for being active and nighttime (for most species) is for resting and 
recovering.

Our ancestors went to sleep at sunset, but in today's society, we do the opposite. We arrive 
home after a long day at the office and the race against time begins: go to the grocery store, 
cook dinner, do homework, squeeze in that physical workout, watch TV, use the computer 
and mobile phone, and then there’s social media to catch up on ...

We know you can’t go to bed at 8 o’clock every evening, and we know you need to prepare 
dinner and help your children with homework. We know that the pace is fast and sometimes 
stressful, but that’s precisely why it is necessary to balance it and reduce it gradually with an 
atmosphere conducive to serenity and sleep. When nature goes to sleep, start preparing 
yourself, too. 

 Turn off the many lights throughout the house. Give preference to ambient lighting 
 or even candles. Listen to soothing music at a low volume, and vaporize the air with 
 relaxing essential oils (lavender, orange, neroli) while doing your evening work.

 Remove all electronic devices from your bedroom and turn them off. This helps avoid
 added electromagnetic pollution to your body and creates a relaxing environment 
 conducive to sleep.

 Learn to wake up with the sunrise by not closing the blinds up tight. Curtains are 
 usually sufficient. It's much nicer to wake up by daylight than by an enraged alarm 
 clock. There are even alarm clocks that simulate the light of dawn.

All humans have a biological clock that should not be ignored. This clock regulates our 
physiological functioning and behavior through the secretion of hormones. That natural clock 
is regulated by several factors, the most important being light. But exposure to artificial, 
low-quality, constant light seriously disrupts our circadian rhythm, especially sleep, hindering 
physical recovery. 

Circadian rhythms are physical, mental and behavioural changes that follow a roughly 24-
hour cycle, responding primarily to light and darkness in the environment. Circadian rhythms 
can influence sleep-wake cycles, hormone release, body temperature and other important 
bodily functions. They have been linked to various sleep disorders, such as insomnia and to 
obesity, depression or diabetes when abnormal. Travellers can suffer from disrupted circadian 
rhythms when they pass through different time zones (also known as jet lag). 

3. Sleep like a hunter-gatherer/forager
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Cellular renewal
Speeds up the physical recovery
Improves your mood

BENEFITS:

3. Sleep like a hunter-gatherer/forager
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The main occupation of hunter-gatherer societies is to survive in a hostile environment. But 
this didn’t mean they did not give great importance to leisure and relaxation.

How do you spend your free time? How do you relax?

Choose activities that will clear your mind, to help you focus on what really matters. Although
you’d prefer to collapse on your couch after a hard day’s work, some sport or movement, even 
a brisk walk, can do wonders for your body and your mood.

So it is better to "do nothing" than to waste time watching TV or playing with that PlayStation. 
In this regard, we recommend reading the book “The Art of Nothing” by Thomas J. Elpel.

“But playing is just kid’s stuff!”

Age is in the mind. We know people in their 70s with a much younger spirit, a much leaner 
body and a more active lifestyle than people in their thirties who think they are too old and 
unable to do those “youthful” activities. Play is an important form of relaxation – one with 
considerable benefits:

Playing with your children improves your mood and wellbeing, and makes them smarter and 
less stressed children.

4. Relax and play

Relieves stress. 
Improves brain function and mental health. 
Stimulates the mind and boosts creativity. 
Improves relationships and your connection to others.
Keeps you feeling young and energetic.
Helps develop skills related to problem solving.

BENEFITS: 
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Never before have we been more digitally-connected to an artificial world, and never before 
have we been more disconnected from nature and from our wilder self!
Disconnecting from technology and reconnecting with nature has become a vital necessity.

Disconnect. If you carry around an iPhone or Blackberry or other mobile device, shut it off 
sometimes. You don’t have to always be connected. Better yet, learn to leave it behind when 
possible. If you work on a computer most of the day, plan times to disconnect and focus on 
other things. Being connected all the time means we’re subject to interruptions, we’re 
constantly stressed about information coming in, and we are at the mercy of the demands of 
others. It’s hard to slow down when you’re always checking new messages coming in!

Reconnect. Many of us are shut in our homes, offices, cars and trains most of the day, and 
rarely do we get the chance to go outside. Even when people are outside, they’re talking or 
messaging on their cell phones. Instead, take the time to go outside and really observe nature. 
Take a deep breath of fresh air, and enjoy the serenity of water and greenery. Exercise 
outdoors when you can, or find other outdoor activities to enjoy such as nature walks, hiking, 
biking, swimming, etc. Feel the sensations of water and wind and earth against your skin. Try 
to do this daily – by yourself or with loved ones.

 Spend (at least) one day a week off line.
 Ditch your watch and cell phone at least one day a week.
 Spend (at least) one day a week without watching TV.
 Dedicate some time to yourself.  It’s nice to be caring and giving to others, but that 
 well of kindness will run dry if you don’t take care of your own body, mind and spirit. 

All this will help you to find out what you really like, what makes you vibrate, what excites you, 
what your mission is on this planet. Connecting with nature and with your inner stillness will 
help you find lots of answers. Listen to your heart and work accordingly.

5. Disconnect & Reconnect

The major benefit of reconnecting is the reconnection with nature 
and increased inner peace.
Less electronic gadgets means less electromagnetic radiation.
Less time connected to technology means more time for meditation 
or exercise.

BENEFITS:
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Driving from your home to the office, from the office to the gym and straight to home ... what
about fresh air, sunlight and hummingbirds? Rewilding drum advocates outdoor exercise. Go 
for a walk in the park at a good pace; or try some light jogging, stretching, yoga, Pilates, 
MovNat, etc. As you find yourself with more time from unplugging from technology, replace
those activities with hiking or practicing bush-craft in the outdoors.

You may also see an increase in serotonin levels (a neurotransmitter responsible for mood) 
provided by contact with nature.

A study by the Department of Social Medicine of the University of Utrecht shows that people 
living in a green environment surrounded by nature: 

 Suffer to a lesser degree from ailments like asthma, depression and diabetes than 
 those living surrounded by cement.
 Have fewer cases of hypertension, migraines or back, heart, digestive and 
 respiratory disorders.
 Found that contact with nature is one of the best weapons available to fight stress 
 and tension.

In the city, we are constantly subjected to stimuli that usually ends up exhausting us. Enjoy the 
tranquility and relaxed feelings provided by contact with a green environment and distance 
yourself from daily stress.

People living in the countryside or in a natural environment tend to spend more time gardening, 
caring for plants and decorating the house with fresh flowers. These are activities which simply 
put you in a good mood and significantly reduce levels of cortisol, a hormone released in 
response to stress that can be harmful when present in excess amounts in the body.

When exposed to sunlight, the body will see increased production of energy and vitamin D. 
Vitamin D promotes calcium absorption and maintains adequate serum calcium and phosphate
concentrations to enable normal mineralization. That is why this vitamin is essential for healthy
bones. 

6. Get outdoors

Reduction of stress levels
Higher energy levels
Increased amounts of Vitamin D
Increased serotonin levels  

BENEFITS:

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23438230
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How many times did you pass by the same tree or plant without dedicating a moment to figure 
out what species it is and which family it belongs to or if it is edible? How many birds are you 
able to identify and name? Close your eyes and try to identify different birds by their unique 
song. 

Try to spot – even in the city – at least one non-domesticated animal per day. Make room in 
your life to learn more about animals. Ideally, learning about animals is done by observing 
them in nature, visiting the zoo or spending more time with your pet. This learning could entail 
watching a herd of elk in a wilderness valley, sitting in an inner city park watching squirrels 
gathering nuts for the winter, and watching the birds that come to feed. 

Learning about animals can also be done through book study, reflection and journaling. The 
important thing is that we acknowledge the shared emotional connection that we have with the 
animals in our world. Doing so can help us to have a more meaningful relationship with our 
totem animal. 

Why should I have a totem animal and how should I choose one?

Webster's Dictionary defines a totem as “a natural object, usually an animal, that serves as a 
distinctive, often venerated emblem or symbol that serves as a means of personal or spiritual 
identity." 

Most people think of Northwest American Indians when the word “totem” comes up, but many 
cultures around the world embrace animal signs. Animals can give us visions of our life’s 
potential if we could only live more simply with purity of thought, word and action. So, choosing 
an animal totem affirms our spiritual goals.

You might be drawn to one certain animal or several (one can have more than one totem). You 
might encounter your totem animal more often than other species on hikes or dream about it in
 your sleep. 

That animal is trying to teach you something. Try to know as much as possible about that 
animal. Watch what it eats, when it sleeps, how it plays and how it adapts to his environment. 
It will teach you all about your own rewilding process.

And last but not least, do not forget to observe people – their reactions, their gestures, their 
habits. Nothing is by chance. Observing them helps you to understand yourself. What you see 
in them is in you.

7. Observe
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Better awareness of our surroundings
Better knowledge of ourselves and our species
Stronger capacity of memory by observing and paying attention the 
information is recorded in our brain
Better understanding of the environment

BENEFITS:
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Why should we be learning bushcraft and survival skills in this 21st century, when we have more
high tech gear at hand than ever before? By learning the survival skills of our ancestors, we gain
a much greater insight into how their thought process worked and can more easily draw from 
their wisdom. Bushcraft gives us a better understanding and appreciation for the lives of our 
ancestors and gives us better ideas on how to live our own lives.

Bushcraft is not just survival in the wilderness, but also thriving in our natural environment. The 
first step is to relearn the basics. This ancient knowledge has been kept alive by our innate desire
to reconnect to a simpler way of living. Knowing how and where to find shelter, fire, water and 
food is key to surviving in the wilderness. Nature provides everything we need. Tree boughs 
become the roof over our head; hanging dead wood brings us warmth; rain quenches our thirst; 
an abundance of wild foods grow all around us.

Stalking silently through the woods can bring us closer to wildlife. Even sitting quietly can open 
our eyes to a larger, more profound world, increasing our awareness of the wonders of nature. 
Once experienced, it is hard to forget how energetic the natural world is! Unplugging from the 
modern world leaves us free to plug into the limitless energy that nature offers. Bushcraft shows 
us the connecting point, recharging our batteries and reuniting us with our ancient, natural roots.

8. Learn Bushcraft and Survival Skills

BENEFITS:

Reconnection with nature
Capacity to distinguish the important from the superficial
Humility 
Greater appreciation for the little things in life. 
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Our mission is to help you return to your natural state: healthy, free, strong and wild. We like
to work with people who are aware of the need to overcome their own domestication, and are 
committed to and willing to work to their full potential.

You can find out more about us in our web.

We trust that rewilding drum will inspire you to take the first steps towards a healthier, freer 
and wilder lifestyle, in harmony with the sound of your unique, inner drum.

Who are we?

   One-on-one Coaching Programs 
   Rewilding Days
   Retreats
   Rewilding Lifestyle Workshops

You'll find more information in our web. 

We are Kiki and Bert, 
explorers and rewilding coaches.

Committed to the recovery of the human race and the 
restoration of a lifestyle more in line with our human nature.
We will show you ways to get much closer to nature and move 
away from sedentary lifestyles and poor diets. We encourage 
you to leave behind the harmful habits that are typical of 
modern societies.

http://www.rewildingdrum.com/eng/work-with-us/
http://www.rewildingdrum.com/eng/about-us/
http://www.rewildingdrum.com/eng/about-rewilding-drum/


info@rewildingdrum.comwww.rewildingdrum.com www.rewildingdrum.com/blog

Contact Us

MAILWEB BLOG

The best way to get in touch with us is gunning for our newsletter

http://rewildingdrum.us10.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=c2c6d06284f2c3120e4287c7b&id=eb1d956296



